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Living on a Living on a Living on a Living on a Living on a Living on a Living on a Living on a 
Space StationSpace StationSpace StationSpace StationSpace StationSpace StationSpace StationSpace Station

This week they have 
been learning about 
what it’s like living 
on a space stationspace stationspace stationspace station. 

What have they 
learned?

Every day the little robots go on a learning journey. 
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Working on a Space Station

Meal times in space

Keeping clean on the ISS

Keeping fit

Going to bed

Glossary

Non-Chronological Report

When each new crew arrives to work at the International 
Space Station they stick their mission patch onto a wall to 
show that they have been there.
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There’s always lots of 
work to do on the ISS.
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There’s also lots of equipment at the space station.
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There are no proper 
floors or ceilings so 
things are fixed to all 
of the walls.

That’s because there is 
no gravitygravitygravitygravity in space so, 
unless things are 
fastened down, they 
float. Astronauts don’t 
need shoes because their 
feet don’t touch the floor 
- unless they hook them 
under something!
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A crew of about six astronauts live on the space 
station for weeks or months at a time. They have 
to learn how to live and work together and how 
to get on together.

It’s a bit like 
living on an 
aeroplane but 
it’s very noisy 
because of all 
the life support 
equipment on 
board.
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The crew wear trousers with lots of thick velcro
strips across their thighs. They stick things they 
need to the velcro and float around with notepads, 
pens, cameras or tools stuck to their legs.
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On Earth it would be hard to move a heavy rack 
like this but in space it’s easy. Can you remember 
why?
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Things seem much lighter in space. There’s no 
gravitygravitygravitygravity so everything floats!
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The crew have a galleygalleygalleygalley where they prepare food 
to eat. The galley has a microwave to heat the 
food up. Hardly any food is fresh because they are 
so far from Earth. They can’t go shopping!
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Space foods come in plastic containers and there 
are lots of things to choose from, even sweets –
which like all food, float in space!
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space foods and containers

Magnets keep the 
cutlery in place.

Velcro keeps the packets in place.
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Honey goes up into space inside a tube like a 
toothpaste tube. When it’s squeezed out it starts 
to float. Soup and coffee arrive in squeezable bags 
because liquids turn into wobbly water balloons 
in space.
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Drinks come in pouches and are 
drunk through a straw. That’s 
because liquids float like little 
balls if they are spilt!

Here’s a water bubble on 
the end of a straw. 
There’s a reflection in 
the bubble!
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Tortillas with 
different fillings 
are good to eat 
in space but 
they float too!
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The crew enjoy meal times together and often 
have fun with floating food.
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Everyone looks forward to the next shuttle 
arriving and bringing fresh foods from Earth.
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Space shuttles bringing supplies arrive from Russia, 
Japan and Europe and they have to be docked, 
unloaded and reloaded with rubbish – there is lots 
of rubbish to be collected from the space station! 
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Everything floats in space 
so it’s important not to 
let dust or bits of crumbly 
food float into the 
equipment.

vacuumingSpace stations, like 
homes, become messy 
if they aren’t kept clean 
and tidy so, between 
jobs, the astronauts do 
the cleaning. 
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When this astronaut 
wanted her hair cutting 
she had to hold a 
vacuum cleaner ready 
to catch the bits of 
hair before they 
floated away!
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In space nearly all the 
water they have has 
to come by shuttle 
from Earth so every 
drop is precious. 

Water can’t be used 
for cleaning. The 
water they have is 
used for preparing 
food and for drinking.
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There are no showers 
on the ISS.  Instead, 
astronauts use a damp, 
soapy cloth to wash 
themselves. 

There’s no water to 
spare for washing dirty 
dishes either. Used food 
containers are crushed 
and thrown away.
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Astronauts use a special 
kind of shampoo to wash 
their hair. They rub it in 
but wipe it off with a 
towel. 

The shampoo 
doesn’t need water 
to rinse it off.
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The toilet on the ISS is 
different too. 

The astronauts have to 
strap themselves onto 
the toilet to stop 
themselves floating 
away. 

Instead of water being 
used to flush the toilet, 
air is used to suck 
everything away.
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Urine (wee) produced when 
astronauts use the toilet is 
also purified and recycled. 

Scientists have even found 
a way of making wee into 
drinking water! These 
astronauts are pictured 
drinking it.
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Astronauts keep fit in the gym area. 
All the equipment has straps or a harness to keep 
astronauts in place and stop them floating around. 
There are no weights to lift because in space, 
weights are weightlessweightlessweightlessweightless and they float!
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Crew members spend 
at least two hours a 
day using exercise 
machines to keep 
them fit and healthy. 

If they didn’t exercise, 
their muscles and 
bones would become 
weaker in space.Sa
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This astronaut is 
using the 
treadmill at the
International 
Space Station. 

Can you see 
how he’s 
attached to the 
machine?Sa
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When it’s time to go to bed, astronauts go to bed 
in a stiff private tent about the size of a telephone 
box. It’s quiet and dark in there. There’s no need 
to lie down so astronauts just fall asleep and float.
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This astronaut tucked himself into his sleeping 
bag amongst the spacesuits.
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Astronauts can also attach themselves to a wall in 
a sleeping bag and go to sleep. 

Did you know that no one 
snores in space? 
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astronaut  astronaut  astronaut  astronaut  A person who goes into space. 
    

cargo  cargo  cargo  cargo  The equipment, food and other things that spacecraft carry.    
    

galley  galley  galley  galley  A place where food is stored and prepared. 
    

gravity  gravity  gravity  gravity  The force that makes things fall or have weight. Without gravity things are 
weightless. Weightlessness makes astronauts and objects float about in space. 
    

mission mission mission mission A trip into space to do a certain job. 
    

module module module module The different areas that make up a space station and are used for living 
and working inside.    
    

orbit  orbit  orbit  orbit  The curved path of an object in space as it travels round a larger object such 
as Earth. A space station orbits Earth. 
    

spacecraft  spacecraft  spacecraft  spacecraft  A vehicle that flies into space. 
    

space shuttle  space shuttle  space shuttle  space shuttle  A spacecraft that can be used more than once. 
 

space station space station space station space station A spacecraft that orbits Earth with people on board. Astronauts work 
there for weeks or months at a time.    
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